Surface & Wall-mount Sockets

Our range of Surface and Wall-mount Sockets are used where surface conditions are not conducive to in-ground solutions. They are cost effective, simple and easy to install.

Features:
- Quick and easy installation in areas where conventional ground sockets are not possible
- Simply bolt onto the surface or onto the wall – no digging or concrete necessary
- Reusable. Just remove fixings and product is able to be moved to another location
- Powder coated aluminium means the socket is highly durable even in NZ weather conditions
- Two sizes available - to suit 60mm or 76mm poles

Applications:
- Perfect for small signs up to 0.36m²
- Great for temporary installations
- Suitable for carparks or urban areas
- Rain gardens, concrete barriers & retaining walls

Product Codes:
- SURMNT060  Surface Mount Socket 60mm
- SURMNT076  Surface Mount Socket 76mm
- WALMNT060  Wall Mount Socket 60mm
- WALMNT076  Wall Mount Socket 76mm

Excludes Fixings.
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